
Before applying to your vehicle, ensure that the surface of the vehicle and the magnetic sign is clean
and dry. We recommend that you wax the area where the magnetic sign will be prior to first
installation and then every 2 months. This will ensure that the paintwork has a ‘barrier’ between the
paint and the magnetic sign and will also help cleaning the area easier.

Ensure that the temperature of the magnetic sign is 15 – 20 degrees Celsius before applying and
never apply if the magnetic sign isn’t flat.

Never ‘throw’ the magnet sign on, also start at one edge and allow the magnet to gently apply itself
to the vehicle. Don’t slide the magnetic sign around to position it, take it off and start again. Sliding
the magnetic sign will scratch the paint work on the vehicle.

Don’t apply the magnetic sign over trims or protrusions on the vehicle, ensure that the magnetic sign
has full contact with the vehicle; otherwise the magnetic sign may blow off the vehicle whilst driving.

If your car has been repaired where the magnetic sign is being applied, the repairer may have used
plastic body filler to make the repair. This may cause the magnetic sign not to adhere to the body of
the car. Your magnet must be firm on the vehicle, if it falls of or moves easily on the body, this may
indicate that a repair has been made where you are applying the magnetic and we recommend that
you don’t use the magnetic sign in these areas.

CAR MAGNET CARE GUIDE

INSTALLATION OF YOUR MAGNETIC CAR SIGNS

Never remove the magnetic sign by lifting the corners. Always lift from the middle of the right and
left sides. Lifting from the corners will cause them to ‘curl’ and reduce the effectiveness of the
magnetic sign.

REMOVING THE MAGNETIC SIGN FROM THE VEHICLE

We recommend that you remove the magnetic sign twice a week and wipe both the vehicle surface
and the back of the magnetic sign with a clean damp cloth. 

Ensure both surfaces are dry before applying. If the vehicle and sign are dirty, use a car wash detergent on 
both the magnetic sign and
the vehicle.

      Never try and fold the magnetic sign. Always try and store the magnetic signs on a hard flat surface.

      Never store the magnetic signs back to back as this will cause them to lose their magnetic adhesion.

      Never store in areas where there may be metal filings around, magnetic signs will attract these and
      will scratch the paint on your vehicle when you apply the signs.

In cold weather, the magnetic sign can easily go out of shape if not stored flat. If this happens, place
on a hard flat surface and use a hair dryer to heat it up until to flattens out.

We hope you enjoy your new Magnetic Signs and by following these instructions, they will last for
years to come.

If you have any questions or concerns please contact us at sales@printflex.com.au

MAINTAINING AND STORING YOUR MAGNETIC SIGN


